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Colour Tone
Gum Shading
The colour of the acrylic on a denture is an area that is
often ignored. However, the colour of the gum work can
have a dramatic effect on the overall restoration.
The most natural denture in the world can look false as
soon as a patient smiles and shows the denture base
acrylic. It doesn’t have to be that way.
We can work from a general description of the patients
gum pigmentation but ideally photographs are best. For
Natural Gingival Colouration
We can colour the denture gum work to closely match the ‘Ultimate’ match we can make initial shade tabs to
the patients own natural gingival tissue. Replicating the ‘try-in’ the gum work before processing the dentures.
appearance of the natural gingival tissue is effective on
all dentures but especially so on partial dentures where Cost Effective
the sudden change from natural gum to denture acrylic Gum staining is included with out ‘Ultimate’ Natural
can be stark.
Dentures but is also a cost effective option on any other
standards of denture work with a simple single colour
Using Schottlander’s Colour Tone acrylic we can closely solution expertly applied to the denture base starting
match virtually any natural gingival tissue. We do this as from only £10 per denture! If you would like more
a matter of course with our ‘Ultimate’ dentures but we information please let us know.
offer this process with any standard of acrylic denture.

Huge Benefit

Implants

One huge benefit of Schottlander’s Colour Tone acrylic is
that it is a permanent solution, unlike some ‘paint’ on
systems, as it is layers of up to eight colours built up We are currently working on our first DIO implant case.
within the normal denture acrylic.
Whilst relatively new to the UK DIO have a wealth of
experience in the rest of the world.
So far the system and support looks good from a
laboratory perspective. We will continue to monitor the
system and may even do a case study, with the potential
of reporting our findings in a future newsletter.
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This adds further to the already long list of implant
systems we are able to work with. If anyone would like
further information about DIO or any other system
please let us know.
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